[Progress in finite element analysis of meniscus].
The meniscus biomechanics is one of the hottest areas in medical research. Finite element analysis(FEA) provides a new method for biomechanical studies. Using the FEA, the stress force and strain distribution characteristics of the normal meniscus can be analysed by establishing the finite element model of the meniscus and utilizing finite element softwares. In addition, the finite simulation of the meniscus tears, meniscectomy, and knee tissue injury can assess the changes of meniscus biomechanical properties. These research results provide theoretical basis of biomechanics to prevent and treat knee joint injuries. However, the finite element analysis method has its limitations, future research will be aimed at establishing high quality finite element models, making the models offer more authentic simulations of the meniscus anatomy, and ensuring the FEA could be applied to research a variety of knee injuries.